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WELCOME
Welcome to the first e-newsletter from the Centre for Baptist 

History and Heritage, Regent’s Park College.

This is a new venture and will develop over time as we seek to mould it 

according to what proves to be useful. Its aims are several: to inform people 

(scholars, postgraduates, undergraduates, ministers, and anyone interested 

in Baptist history and thought) about the work of the Centre; to help those 

working in Baptist history and thought to network with others working in or 

interested in the same areas; to inform about new publications on Baptist 

themes and by Baptist authors, and also about conferences that will be of 

interest; and to promote Baptist studies.
 
To this end, please send me information to include within future e-newsletters, 

anything that you think might be of interest to readers. Please note that when 

you do it is our intention to include contributors' email addresses so that those 

interested can get in touch and this will help develop links, friendships and, we 

hope, co-operative ventures. 

Finally, a word of thanks to Tim Welch for all his work in making this e-

newsletter possible. 

Please feel free to forward this to anyone who might be interested.

In Christ,

Anthony R. Cross
anthony.cross@regents.ox.ac.uk

e

Professor John H.Y. Briggs, MA, FSA, FRHistS, 

Director Emeritus of the Centre for Baptist History 

and Heritage in recognition of his service to the 

Centre from its inception in 2002.

Department at the University of Keele. He edited 

The Baptist Quarterly until recently and is a past 

chairman of the Baptist World Alliance’s Baptist 

History and Heritage Commission. One of the 

editors of The Lion History of Christianity, he has a 
We would like to express our appreciation and wide range of publications both in church history 
thanks to Professor John H.Y. Briggs, MA, FSA, and secular history, including The English Baptists 
FRHistS, the first Director of the Centre for Baptist of the Nineteenth Century. He was one of three 
History and Heritage. John Briggs was a Pro international editors of the third volume of The 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Birmingham History of the Ecumenical Movement, and served 
until 2001. A graduate of the University of on the Central and Executive Committees of the 
Cambridge, he has served as Director of the World Council of Churches.
Victorian Studies Centre and Head of the History 
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AIMS CENTRE  OF THE

The Centre pursues these aims by:
• providing College membership for students studying for 

  research degrees in related areas

• offering research facilities to visiting scholars

• organizing lecture series, seminars and  consultations of 

  international significance and publishing these in an 

  appropriate form

• exploiting the facilities of the Angus Library at the highest 

  academic level

• appointing leading specialists as advisors to develop an 

  international network of distinguished Baptist historians 

  and theologians

• appointing Fellows and Research students of the Centre

• developing publications in cooperation with others to 

  forward these aims 

The aims of the Centre are:

• to deepen an awareness and appreciation 

  of Baptist history and theology

• to develop research and scholarship in  

  these areas

• to relate Baptist history and theology to 

  Baptist life and principles today

Introducing The Angus Library and Archive, many 

of you will already be aware of this world class 

collection but for those of you who don’t ...

The Angus Library and Archive, housed at Regent’s Park 

College, relates to the life and history of Baptists and 

Nonconformists in Britain and the wider world from the late 

fifteenth century to the present day. It comprises of over 

70,000 printed books, pamphlets, journals, Baptist church 

and association records, Baptist church histories, 

manuscript letters and other artefacts. Many of the items are 

only found in The Angus. This collection is used by people 

from all corners of the world, for a vast array of reasons. 

Each newsletter we will bring you the latest items to be 

added to the collection and news of other developments 

which may be of interest. If you are interested in learning 

more please email us on  

or you can find us on Facebook.

Emma Walsh, College Librarian

angus.library@regents.ox.ac.uk 

The Angus 
Library and Archives

Making Sense of the Book of Revelation
Vol. 15

As the author of this study remarks, the Book of 

Revelation stirs powerful emotions. It can fascinate, 

inspire and mystify, while it can also repel the reader 

with its images of violence. Competing voices today 

cry out for us to accept their interpretation. Some 

claim the book is a road map for future events, others 

that it is a plea for justice for the oppressed.

The author sets out to provide a guide for the 

perplexed, setting the book in the context of its time 

and showing that it remains an encouragement for 

Christians facing opposition and hostility in any age. 

In a straightforward way the author explores the 

colourful and often puzzling imagery of the book, 

tracing its origins in the Old Testament and other 

literature, and highlighting the message that Christ is 

the Lord of the world who will overcome all evil. In an 

exceptionally clear style, the author roots the book in 

history, finds its message for today, and opens up its 

assurance of hope for the future. 

Laurie Guy has taught 

a t  Ca rey  Bap t i s t  

College, Auckland, 

New Zealand, for 

nearly twenty years. 

He is currently Vice-

Principal (Academic) 

at the College.

2009 / ISBN 

978–0–9539746–5–8

Available to order from: 
and select ‘Publications’

www.rpc.ox.ac.uk

Regent’s Study Guide 15
Laurie Guy
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Bloggers have been blogging for 

around ten years now. For the 

uninitiated the word ‘blog’ comes 

from web-log and the earliest 

began as online diaries.                     

There are now millions of blogs with a 

variety of purposes. In recent years 

Baptists have joined in and created 

their own blogs, sharing ideas and 

stories, recommending books and 

giving comment on what things are 

happening in the world and the life of 

the Baptist Union. 

They have become a brilliant place to 

engage in conversation – every blog 

has an opportunity for readers to 

comment – often with people many 

miles away. On my blog you can find a 

list of many of the British Baptist blogs 

(this is fairly up-to-date, but there are 

new ones coming online all the time), 

but here on this page are a few to look 

out for.

If you’ve never visited a blog, come and 

discover a new virtual world and then 

maybe you can start your own.

Andy Goodliff

andy@goodliff.com

For those interested in tracking down a reference or browse some 
contents pages, a good place to go is 

This blog began life cataloguing all the contents pages to the 
Paternoster series Studies in Baptist History and Thought, but has 
grown to be a record of the contents of the Baptist Quarterly, the 
Baptist Ministers’ Journal and the bibliographies of some Baptist 
historians and British and American Baptist theologians.

For those who want to engage in some theological debate, you might 
like to try: 

For those who want to see what some Baptist ministers are thinking 
about, you might like to try: 

For those who want to see what some college tutors are up to, you 
might like to try: 

Another blog worth a visit every now and again, especially during 
Advent, is 

where many Baptists share some theological and biblical devotions 
and reflections.

My own blog can be found at

and contains my musing on church, world and the Christian life. 
More recently I use it as a place to flag up books I’ve read or looking 
forward to read.

http://baptisthistoryandthought.wordpress.com

Steve Holmes (http://shoredfragments.wordpress.com)

Jim Gordon (http://livingwittily.typepad.com)

Steve Harmon (http://ecclesialtheology.blogspot.com) 

Sean Winter (http://seanthebaptist.typepad.com).

Catriona Gorton (http://skinnyfairtradelatte.blogspirit.com)

Neil Brighton (http://neilbrighton.typepad.com)

Julie Aylward (http://revmusings.blogspirit.com/) 

 Simon Jones (http://bromleyboy.blogspot.com)

Glen Marshall (http://nah-then.blogspot.com) 

Simon Woodman (http://baptistbookworm.blogspot.com)

http:// hopefulimagination.blogspot.com

http://andygoodliff.typepad.com 

Introducing the 

BAPTIST BLOGGERS
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Many years ago, I was feeling the need of 
mental stimulus that would fit into odd 
hours at home while caring for a baby. 

My husband, himself a museum curator, had just become 

a deacon of our church and discovered in the deacons' 

vestry a dusty pile of old church minute books. They were 

handwritten in large, leather-bound volumes with metal 

clasps. Nobody else seemed interested in them and Brian 

brought them home one by one for me to read. 

Responsible historians doubtless throw up their hands in 

horror, but it hooked me.

It quickly became apparent that the church we loved had 

an interesting history which had never been properly 

written up. The widow of a former minister told me that her 

husband, Townley Lord, had asked his friend and fellow 

member of the Baptist 

H i s t o r i c a l  S o c i e t y  

(BHS), Seymour Price, 

to write a centenary 

h i s t o r y  o f  t h e  

Bloomsbury church, 

hoping for a substantial 

book like Price's Upton: 

the story of 150 years 

1785-1935 (1935). Dr 

Lord was disappointed: 

Price only managed a 

small  pamphlet on 

Bloomsbury.

I  b e g a n  t o  w o r k  

systematically through 

t h e  c h u r c h  a n d  

deacons' minutes, registers, minutes of the schools run by 

the church, and the annual printed Year Books with 

detailed accounts, listing donors and amounts, plus 

details of each of the many ancillary activities. Later in the 

century there were also church magazines. Our records 

for the Victorian period are very full but they become 

patchy in the early twentieth century. Once the secretaries 

went over to typescripts filed in loose-leaf binders I 

suspect that these looked less 'important' when things 

were being stowed away during the Second World War.

Church minutes are always full of routine matters. 

Applications for membership, matters of finance, and 

concern for the premises all recur frequently. The Victorian 

minutes record many cases of church discipline, usually 

relating to drunkenness, moral lapses or bankruptcy. 

Careful investigations were always made, even of the 

church's great benefactor and deacon, Sir Morton Peto, 

who had built the chapel but was bankrupted at a time of 

widespread financial collapse. Then there was a 

shocking discovery: the second minister had to be 

excluded from the church! Reading the deacons' minutes 

I get the feeling that they were shocked at his adultery but 

with some sense of 'but for the grace of God...'. But, good 

business men all, they were scandalized when the 

resultant debts resulted in bailiffs at the manse!

Occasionally one comes across a gem, something quite 

different. I knew I had one of these when I read a 

resolution of the church in 1851. Anticipating an influx of 

American tourists for the Great Exhibition, the church 

meeting determined not to admit to the communion table 

anyone who practised or did not actively oppose slavery. 

This would be advertised in the main newspapers. Each 

minister of the church since I found this minute has been 

proud at some time to refer to this.

With my appetite for Bloomsbury history thus aroused, I 

began to talk to the oldest members still living and took 

careful notes. I had not heard of 'oral history' in those 

days, but it just seemed a natural thing to do, especially 

when I realized there were huge gaps in the twentieth-

century records.

From reading the histories of many other churches I knew 

that they were more interesting when there was an 

attempt to set the story in the wider context of the place 

and the times. I saw that there was often a temptation to 

focus largely on the ministers rather than the whole 

church – how un-Baptist! But it is often much easier to find 

out about ministers than about the people in the pews. I 

tried hard to trace the members from the first quarter 

century, but only succeeded in identifying 2% of their 

occupations. Nevertheless, as the church grew rapidly in 

an area of considerable population mobility, that began to 

give some feeling for the make-up of the church in those 

days. This church was involved in much social work from 

the beginning and also ran its own schools, day as well as 

Sunday schools. All this added considerably to the 

interest of the story. The more research I did, the more 

fascinating the story that emerged.

My first historical paper, for a BHS Summer School, was 

about the largest founding family of the church. Between 

them they were involved in almost every aspect of the 

church's activities, and indeed in Christian work beyond 

the local scene. Until then I had just seen the pursuit as a 

hobby, but the then President of the Society, Ernest 

Payne, urged me to develop it for a higher degree, so I 

began to enquire about this possibility. In the end I 

pursued the story of the Bloomsbury church from its 

founding in 1848 to its reconstitution in 1905 for an MPhil 

degree through King's College London. 1905 was a 

convenient limit since the records ceased to be full from 

there onwards. The degree studies forced me to look 

harder at the social history of the period. For example, to 

Researching the History of a 
Baptist Church
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Faith Bowers
faith.bowers@btinternet.com

thStephen Wright's death on October 4  last year, 

aged only 61, after a three-year battle with 

cancer of the throat had finally defeated him, 

deprives Baptist scholarship of a very fresh and 

original thinker.  Coming late to academic life 

Stephen spent the earlier part of his career in 

bookselling. He was 40 when he secured a 

distinguished first after only eighteen months of 

full-time study at North London Polytechnic.  

Thereafter it took him ten years to complete his 

PhD under Ian Roy at King's College, London. 

The thesis, subsequently published as The 

Early English Baptists’, 1603-49 by the Boydell 

Press in 2006, was very well received as 

witnessed in the favourable reviews it attracted.  

Stephen  was responsible for more than 300 

entries in the new Oxford Dictionary of National 

Biography, among them many of special 

interest to Baptists: for example those on 

Praise-God Barbon: Richard Clifton; Thomas 

Collier; Benjamin Cox; John Featley; Thomas 

Helwys;  Henry Jacob; Henry Jessey; Thomas 

Lambe; Samuel Oates; John Smyth; Edward 

Wightman.  

He was also a frequent contributor to the 

Baptist Quarterly, contributing articles on 

Leonard Busher [2001] and Edward Barber 

[2006] as well as two articles on Baptist 

Alignments and the Restoration of Immersion, 

1638-44 [2004].  An article on Sarah Jones and 

the Jessey Church was posted on the 

Electronic British Library Journal website at the 

end of 2004. 

At the time of his death he left an almost-

completed book-length manuscript on the 

Religious Policy of James I, which it is very 

much to be hoped will now be prepared for 

publication.

John H.Y. Briggs
July 2010

assess the day school I needed to know a lot more about 

basic education at that time. As I learned more about the 

monitorial system and the beginning of formal teacher 

training, I realized that we had examples of both at 

Bloomsbury. The social ministries required similar 

comparisons and threw up other interesting links.

When I achieved the degree, I knew I should complete the 

story for the twentieth century, but then I became involved in 

developing Baptist work with people who have learning 

disabilities. History was on the back burner, though I was 

always on the lookout for further ingredients and would give it 

the occasional stir. The 150 anniversary of the church at the 

end of the last century eventually provided the stimulus to 

complete the history and publish it as A Bold Experiment, 

472-pages long, in 1999. There were a lot of illustrations, 

though many did not reproduce well. I look at them with some 

sorrow as both the technology and my skills have improved 

considerably in the decade since the book was published.

For me, this provided an engaging hobby, but was it of wider 

value for the church? That was certainly my intention. On the 

way it provided subject matter for a number of talks which at 

the very least helped the ministers to fill the programmes of 

midweek meetings. The members bought and read the book 

with apparent appreciation. I have heard a number quoting 

from it in various contexts, usually using past examples as 

encouraging precedents for work being done now. Historical 

enquiries and those relating to family history that come into 

the church are immediately directed to me, so I suppose that 

saves the ministers a little time, no bad thing in itself.

Overall it was interesting to find a coherence about the 

particular character of this church, although the people and 

the methods adopted for ministry and mission have 

necessarily changed from generation to generation. 

Churches tend to develop a corporate character; at 

Bloomsbury this has included strong preaching, open 

hospitality, social action and a generally harmonious 

fellowship. Recognising this continuity, not least that the 

church has a tradition of being willing to change in order to 

serve different times, helps us understand that our constant 

aim is to serve Christ, who is the same yesterday, today and 

tomorrow.

In Memory Of

Stephen Wright
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CONFERENCES

The Inaugural Centre for Baptist History 

and Heritage Day Conference

Date & Times:

Location:

Details:

Our speakers are:

Plan for the day:

How to find us

For further information contact

Saturday 23 October 2010

from 10.30 a.m. to 3.15 p.m

Regent's Park College, Oxford

This is the first of the CBHH Saturday day conferences which will be 

held each autumn and spring term. The days are open to anyone 

interested in Baptist history and thought. Each day will centre on two 

papers followed by open discussion, as well as opportunity for 

fellowship, discussion, and worship. There is no charge for the day, 

but please let us know you are coming so we can arrange the room 

for the lectures and ensure we have enough refreshments.

Rev. Dr Ian M. Randall, '“Conscientious Conviction”: Joseph Angus 

and Baptist Life'

and 

Professor David Bebbington, 'Baptists and Race in America’

10.30 - 11.00 Arrivals – coffee/tea and conversation

11.00 - 11.15 Opening Worship led by John H.Y. Briggs

11.15 - 12.30 Ian Randall – '“Conscientious Conviction”: 
                     Joseph Angus and Baptist Life'

12.30 - 13.30 Lunch (please bring your own)

13.30 - 15.00 David Bebbington – 'Baptists and Race in America'

15.00 - 15.15 Coffee/tea – departure

Travel to and from Oxford

There are good transport services to Oxford from all over the UK, so 

visitors are advised to arrive by train (the rail station is about 15 

minutes walk away) or other public transport (the coach station is 

less than 10 minutes walk away) whenever they can.

The College has no parking available and street parking in the city is 

expensive and only short term.

How to find us - map of Oxford:

Dr Anthony R. Cross, 

or 

visit the College's website, , select the Centre for 

Baptist History and Heritage, and click on 'Programmes'.

 

http://www.ox.ac.uk/visitors_friends/maps_and_directions/colleges_a

nd_halls.html

 www.rpc.ox.ac.uk

anthony.cross@regents.ox.ac.uk 

Location:

Date & Times

Details: 

More Information

Regent's Park College, Oxford

Saturday 14 May 2011

The event will be held jointly 

with the Baptist Historical 

Society's Annual General 

Meeting. 

There will be two lectures, one 

from the BHS, the other from 

the CBHH. 

Please check the College 

website for further details, 

www.rpc.ox.ac.uk 

The Second 

CBHH 
Saturday 

Day Conference
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AND EVENTS

SCOTTISH BAPTIST HISTORY PROJECT
Date:

Location:

Details:

   

Booking:

Future Events:

Saturday 13 November 2010

Central Baptist Church, 

9a Ward Road, Dundee, DD1 1LP. 

The programme which features papers on a variety of topics is as 

follows:

10:00 - Tea / Coffee

10:30 - Dr John Toller   'Baptist witness in Dundee'

12:00 - Lunch [Tea / Coffee available]

1:00   - Prof. David Bebbington 'Baptists and Race' 

2:30   - Tea /Coffee

2:45   - to be arranged

4:00   - Conclusions

There will be a conference fee of £3, including coffee, tea and biscuits, 

for each of those attending. Participants may like to bring a packed 

lunch or else may prefer to visit one of the nearby restaurants. 

Directions to the church may be obtained from the church website 

Booking forms should be sent to reach me by Thursday 11 November, 

although it is possible to register and pay on the day. 

Our next meeting will (possibly) be on Saturday 30 April 2011 at 

Morningside Baptist Church, Edinburgh

If you would prefer not to receive further mailings about the SBHP, 

please send in the form appropriately completed.

Yours sincerely,

Rev. Dr Brian Talbot

www.cbcdundee.org.uk

I intend to come on Saturday 13 November 2010, and enclose a cheque for £3, made payable to 

Brian Talbot (not to SBHP)  

Please send no further information about meetings.

Name....................................................................................................

Address:............................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................... Post Code...............................................

E-mail address:.................................................................................................................................

B
O

O
K

IN
G

 F
O

R
M

Please return to Rev. Dr B.R. Talbot, 33 Kilmaron Loan, Broughty Ferry, Dundee DD5 3TD 

or to briantalbot@hotmail.co.uk  

The Scottish Baptist History 

Project (SBHP) was set up by 

Dr Derek Murray and Prof. 

David Bebbington in the 

1980s around the time that a 

team of Scottish Baptists 

under David's direction were 

producing the chapters of 

what became The Baptists in 

Scotland: A History (ed. D.W. 

Bebbington; Glasgow: The 

Baptist Union of Scotland,  

1988). 

Twice a year, usually in April 

and November, we hold a day 

conference to hear the topics 

chosen for that meeting. 
 
At the November 2010 day 

conference in Dundee David 

Bebbington will speak on 

'Baptists and Race' and have 

copies of his latest book for 

sale. 

John Toller, a local historian, 

will speak about Baptist 

witness in the city of Dundee 

over the last couple of 

centuries. An exhibition 

planned in partnership with 

the City Library is also 

expected to be displayed, in 

connection with Dr Toller's 

presentation. 

 Everyone is welcome to 

attend.  For more details 

please contact Brian Talbot on 

briantalbot@hotmail.co.uk or 

01382  779364.  
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A recent resurgence of Baptist works that defend shows how the covenantal view complements both the 
sacramental theology has revived the mid-twentieth- strengths and weaknesses of mid-twentieth-century and 
century debate among Baptists over the meaning of contemporary Baptist sacramental theology in chapters 
baptism. Just as the mid-twentieth-century generation of two and three respectively. Second, in chapter four, this 
Baptist sacramentalists struggled to get other Baptists to dissertation argues for a recovery of seventeenth-century 
accept their views, the problem remains today that most Bapt ist  versions of covenant theology and 
Baptists do not and will not seriously consider Baptist sacramentalism, because these historical positions not 
sacramental theology. The purpose of this dissertation is only make this dissertation's covenantal view a genuine 
to help solve this problem by presenting a historically Baptist view with roots in the Baptist tradition, but also 
informed systematic theological defense of covenantal provide helpful arguments for its biblical grounding, 
sacramentalism, which uses covenant sacramental systematic coherence, and practical benefits. Third, in 
theology of baptism. chapter five, this dissertation draws from seventeenth-

century Baptist positions to formulate a contemporary 
This dissertation argues that the covenantal view of covenantal view of sacramentalism. This view states that 
Baptist baptismal sacramentalism appeals to the Spirit graciously uses baptism as a confirming sign 
sacramentalists and ordinance-only Baptists alike, and seal of a believer's initiation into the new covenant, 
because it enhances Baptist theology of the meaning of thereby strengthening his or her consciousness of 
baptism in helpful and unique ways. This dissertation salvation. Likewise, in baptism, the believer faithfully 
demonstrates those ways by presenting the covenantal takes hold of God's covenant by consciously receiving its 
view's biblical grounding, systematic coherence, blessings and by pledging to fulfill its duties—both of 
historical roots, and practical benefits, arguing that it which are tied to God's new covenant community, the 
meets Baptist objections to sacramental theology better church.
than other sacramentalist views. After introducing the 
problem and the proposed solution to it in chapter one, 
this dissertation builds its argument in three stages: first, it 

bjones9@calvinseminary.edu

For over a century Pentecostal historiography has surface of the Azusa Street storyline.
superficially recognised Pastor Joseph Smale as one of 

These research findings are also innovative with regard many individuals involved in the chain of events leading 
to the connections between C.H. Spurgeon and Smale, up to the 1906 Azusa Street Revival in Los Angeles. 
such that this thesis proposes a distinct 'Spurgeonic' root, However, an in-depth biographical assessment of 
among the multiple roots that were intrinsic to the Smale's unique contribution has, to date, never been 
emergence of Pentecostalism.attempted. Therefore, this thesis provides the first 

analysis of Smale as a person and as a pastor, thus 
The primary method involved establishes a correlation of furnishing Pentecostal and Baptist historiographies with 
the true biographical facts, while constructing valid important biographical and theological insights that 
opportunities to accurately detect Smale's own 'voice' otherwise would have remained hidden beneath the 

ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
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speaking. Thus, having traced Smale's pastoral formation the revival period, integrating Wesleyan views of 
within the context of his training at Spurgeon's College and sanctification with the Spurgeonic emphasis that “The 
on into subsequent pastorates, the research explores the Pentecostal Blessing” would provide the impetus for 
contextual preparation for Smale's anticipation for revival. intensifying sanctification and anointing for service. 
James E. Loder's model “The Logic of Transformation” is 

In conclusion, the legacy of Smale's ministry is utilised as a framework for the purpose of structuring the 
recalibrated, suggesting that his 'Word' and 'Spirit' incremental stages of Smale's convictional insights.
teaching and experiences could yet contribute a useful 

Smale's role prior, during and after the 1905-06 revival in case study to progress ecumenical dialogue between 
Los Angeles is then analysed with a view to establishing Reformed and Pentecostal/Charismatic constituencies, 
the extent of his Pentecostal life and practice. In particular, and those researching the relationship between 
his preaching, ecclesiology and missiology are the focus of 'organization' and  'freedom' in the Spirit.
examination in light of early Pentecostalism, whilst also 

Rev. Dr Tim Welch is minister of Cambray Baptist Church, explaining in part Smale's subsequent disaffection with the 
CheltenhamPentecostal movement.

Theologically, Smale's roots are noted to combine during 

tim.welch@btconnect.com

Francis Johnson (1562–1618) served as pastor of the objectives is to analyze the course of Johnson's 
English Separatist congregation that became known as ecclesiological views as he transitioned from an early 
the 'Ancient Church' from 1592 until his death in 1618. presbyterian position to congregationalism and back to 
The congregation was first gathered in London under the presbyterianism before he finally came to moderate his 
guidance of Henry Barrow and John Greenwood before original hard-line Separatism. The second major 
its members fled to Amsterdam in 1593 under Johnson's objective of this project is to assess Johnson's 
leadership to escape persecution by English civil and contributions to the religious and social context of the late 
ecclesiastical authorities. Johnson joined his flock in sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Even though 
1597 after being released from prison. His ministry was Johnson held such an important place in the development 
filled with strife and conflict as he sought to implement the of English Separatism and Nonconformity, there has not 
Separatist ecclesiological ideal of a congregational polity. been a major study of his ministry. Assessments of his 
Despite the turbulence of his early years in Amsterdam, career have been scattered throughout various studies of 
Johnson's Ancient Church finally enjoyed a period of English Separatism that have contributed much to our 
relative peace and growth from 1604–08. Johnson knowledge of Francis Johnson, but have not focused 
caused a split within his own congregation in 1610. This primarily on him. The purpose of this research project is to 
fissure was created by his determination to pursue a more fill this lacuna with a comprehensive treatment of 
congregational rather than presbyterian polity in Johnson's life, influence and theology. 
response to external conflicts with his former Cambridge 

Dr Scott Culpepper is Assistant Professor of History, pupil, John Smyth. After a self-imposed exile from 
Louisiana College, Pineville, Louisiana, USA1613–17 at Emden, East Friesland, Johnson returned to 

Amsterdam in 1617 to publish his final polemical work. He 
died in Amsterdam in 1618. 

A revised version of this dissertation is to be published by Mercer 
In this research project, the author explores the evolving University Press in the spring of 2011 under the title Francis Johnson 
theological views, career, social context, polemical and the English Separatist Influence: The Bishop of Brownism's Life, 

Ministry, and Controversiesexchanges, controversies and writings of Francis 
Johnson with two primary objectives. The first of these 
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Peter J. Morden
‘Communion with Christ and his people’: The Spirituality of C.H. Spurgeon 
Vol. 5

Brian Talbot 
A Man sent from God: The Life and Ministry of John T. Hamilton 1916–1999
Vol. 7

John H.Y. Briggs (ed.)
Baptists and the World: Renewing the Vision
Papers from the Baptist Historical Society Conference, Prague, Czech Republic, July 2008
Vol. 8

Jonathan W. Arnold
The Reformed Theology of Benjamin Keach
Vol. 9

Charles Haddon Spurgeon (1834-92) was the most famous Baptist minister of his generation. For such a significant figure, he has 
received surprisingly little scholarly coverage. This present work seeks to make a contribution to Spurgeon studies by examining 
him through the lens of his 'spirituality'. A wealth of primary material, much of it previously untapped, is used to build up a picture of 
Spurgeon's spiritual life. Whereas older and more recent interpretations of Spurgeon have a tendency to be one-dimensional, 
examination of Spurgeon's spirituality reveals him to be a complex figure, one who was moulded by a diverse range of factors. 
Despite this complexity, a unifying theme for Spurgeon's spirituality is traced and fresh light is shed on the foremost popular 
preacher of the Victorian age. 
Peter J. Morden is tutor in church history and spirituality at Spurgeon's College, London, and a fellow of the Centre for Baptist 
History and Heritage, Regent's Park College, Oxford.
2010 / ISBN 978-1-907600-04-3 

John Hamilton was a locally successful Baptist minister in the middle years of the twentieth century. This book explores his 
life and work from the time of his theological training in South Wales and at Spurgeon's College in London, together with his 
short earlier pastorates in Coggeshall and Basingstoke. In addition to service as an RAF Chaplain in the 1940s, he held 
distinguished pastorates in Barnsley, Liverpool, Cleveleys, Morecambe and Caton between 1951 and 1994.  This study sets 
these ministries in their social context and where appropriate in relation to the work of other Christian churches in these 
particular communities. 
Brian Talbot is Minister of Broughty Ferry Baptist Church, Dundee, and a Fellow of the Centre for Baptist History and Heritage 
at Regent's Park College, University of Oxford. His published works include: Search for a Common Identity: The Origins of 
the Baptist Union of Scotland, 1800–1870 (2003) and Standing on the Rock A History of Stirling Baptist Church 1805–2005 
(2005).
2011 / ISBN 978-1-907600-06-7

Here are essays on theology, history and vision, traced first in the story of British Baptists, and then in the recent history of 
Europe, East and West whilst a final section addresses the issues in global dimensions. Mission and evangelism, religious 
liberty, and relationships within community which respect the kingdom values of justice, peace and the God-created world in 
which we live, play their part as Baptists, always a biblical people, wrestle with the meaning of scripture for discipleship in 
today's world. The hope is that, whilst this volume celebrates 100 years of history, it may nourish faith in such a way that 
today's Baptists may develop the vision to discern the missionary task in the modern world—not just for discussion, but as a 
spur to decisive action. In this way history may become the inspiration for the living of tomorrow's story, as vision is realised in 
action.
John H.Y. Briggs is President of the Baptist Historical Society in the United Kingdom; Director Emeritus of the Centre for 
Baptist History and Heritage, Regent's Park College, University of Oxford; Visiting Research Professor, the International 
Baptist Theological Seminary, Prague; a Trustee of Keston College; Emeritus Professor in the University of Birmingham; and 
Senior Deacon, Highgate Baptist Church, Birmingham.
2010 / ISBN 978-1-907600-05-0

Taking into account the totality of Benjamin Keach's theological thought and writings, The Reformed Theology of Benjamin 
Keach places the seventeenth-century Particular Baptist theologian in his larger theological tradition. After re-creating the 
theologian's social networks, this work examines the impact of those networks on the often dogmatic and polemical stances 
espoused by this second generation Particular Baptist leader. In the process, this work highlights the uniquenesses in 
Keach's theology—especially within the Baptist community—and demonstrates that his legacy pertains to more than the oft-
cited hymn-singing controversy.
Jonathan W. Arnold recently graduated from the University of Oxford with a DPhil in Ecclesiastical History undertaken at 
Regent's Park College. He is also an ordained Baptist minister.
2010 / ISBN 978–1–907600–07–4
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